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Amendment to Satellite Showing for
WCDC-TV, Adams, Massachusetts
KDLO-TV, Florence, South Dakota
KPLO-TV, Reliance South Dakota
The instant amendment, filed by Assignor, supplements Assignee’s request, in Exhibit 16,
to continue to permit operation of WCDC-TV, KDLO-TV, and KPLO-TV as satellite stations
pursuant to the criteria specified in Television Satellite Stations Review of Policy and Rules, MM
Docket No. 87-8, Report and Order, FCC Rcd 4212, 4215 (1991) (“Television Satellite
Stations”).
With respect to the third criterion in Television Satellite Stations, Assignor hereby
submits that the bankruptcy proceeding has demonstrated that no alternative operator is ready
and able to purchase and operate WCDC-TV, KDLO-TV, or KPLO-TV as full-service stations.
On April 2, 2009, the bankruptcy court authorized Young Broadcasting Inc., Debtor-inPossession (“Young”), to conduct an auction for the marketing and sale of Young’s assets,
including stations WCDC-TV, KDLO-TV, and KPLO-TV. The auction was open to the public
and the auction procedures permitted interested parties to make bids on individual stations,
groups of stations, or all of Young’s stations.
In connection with the auction process, Young made contact with 69 potential buyers, 25
of which expressed interest by executing confidentiality agreements and accessing Young’s due
diligence information in an electronic due diligence data room. Young received 7 indications of
interest, and ultimately 3 parties placed qualifying bids for Young’s stations.
Through the course of the public auction process, no party expressed any interest (let
alone readiness) in purchasing or operating WCDC-TV, KDLO-TV, or KPLO-TV as full-service
stations. All of the bids were for all of Young’s stations together, and presumably all interested
parties evaluated WCDC-TV, KDLO-TV, and KPLO-TV as they are presently operated by
Young as satellite stations.
At the conclusion of the bankruptcy auction, on July 22, 2009, Young announced that
New Young Broadcasting, Inc. (“New Young”) was the winning bidder to purchase all of
Young’s stations. Subsequently, the Committee of Unsecured Creditors (“Committee”) objected
to the sale of Young’s assets and licensees to New Young, and the Committee proposed an
alternative plan for the reorganization of Young and all of Young’s stations. Both competing
proposals are under consideration by the bankruptcy court and are on file with the FCC.1 Neither
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Applications proposing the assignment of licenses from each licensee subsidiary of
Young, to licensee subsidiaries of New Young are pending in the following FCC File Numbers:
BALCDT-20090820ACC (WATE-TV), BALCDT-20090820ACD (KELO-TV, KDLO-TV, and
KPLO-TV), BALCDT-20090820ACJ (KLFY-TV), BALCDT-20090820ACL (KRON-TV),
BALCDT-20090820ACO
(WKRN-TV),
BALCDT-20090820ACP
(KCLO-TV),
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New Young nor the Committee proposes operating WCDC-TV, KDLO-TV, or KPLO-TV as
full-service stations.
Accordingly, due to the public bankruptcy auction process, the interest by numerous
parties in Young’s assets, and the absence of any expression of interest to operate WCDC-TV,
KDLO-TV, or KPLO-TV as full-service stations, Young submits that no party is ready and able
to purchase and operate the stations as full-service stations, and Young respectfully requests that
the Commission continue to permit the stations to operate as satellite stations.
*****

BALCDT20090820ACR (WTEN and WCDC-TV), BALCDT-20090820ACU (WLNS-TV),
BALCDT-20090820ACV (KWQC-TV), BALCDT-20090820ACW (WBAY-TV), and
BALCDT-20090820ACY (WRIC-TV).
Applications proposing the assignment of licenses from each licensee subsidiary of
Young, to licensee subsidiaries of a reorganized Young pursuant to the Committee plan are
pending in the following FCC File Numbers: BALCDT-20091014ACK (WATE-TV), BALCDT20091014ACA (KELO-TV, KDLO-TV, and KPLO-TV), BALCDT-20091014ACF (KLFY-TV),
BALCDT-20091014ACI (KRON-TV), BALCDT-20091014ACO (WKRN-TV), BALCDT20091014ACP (KCLO-TV), BALCDT-20091014ACR (WTEN and WCDC-TV), BALCDT20091014ACU
(WLNS-TV),
BALCDT-20091014ACV
(KWQC-TV),
BALCDT20091014ACW (WBAY-TV), and BALCDT-20091014ACM (WRIC-TV).

